TAKING THE LOAD OFF OF NETWORKS
WITH COMPUTATIONAL STORAGE

C H A P T E R 1 : TA K I N G T H E LOA D O F F O F
N E T W O R K S W I T H C O M P U TAT I O N A L
S TO R AG E
It used to be that the storage media was the slowest
component of the storage infrastructure. Now, thanks to
flash, it is the fastest. Long before IO leaves the storage
system and traverses the network, bottlenecks begin. In
fact, the Interface between the flash controller and each
NAND chip, known as the Common Flash Memory
Interface (CFI), has significantly more bandwidth than
the PCIe interface used by NVMe flash drives. While
networks will get faster, they will still always be one of the
major roadblocks for organizations looking to optimize
NVMe performance.
A four-lane wide (x4) PCIe Express interface’s bandwidth is less than a third of the total bandwidth going
into an 8-channel flash controller and less than a sixth
of what a 16-channel flash controller will support. PCIe
speeds will double as Gen4 and Gen5 come to market
but CFI clock speeds will double as well. The adoption of
improved CFI clock speeds will occur faster than future
PCIe architectures because the flash vendor is in control
of the whole process.

mirrored or replicated to another host for redundancy
but doing so reintroduces network latency and it consumes twice as much storage capacity.
Another challenge with the direct attached workaround
is applications often need to be “sharded” so that different servers can operate on different parts of the application or user loads can be distributed. Both use cases
introduce massive amounts of complexity.
While direct attached does eliminate network latency
it does nothing to relieve internal latencies between
the PCIe bus and the CFI. It can further complicate the
effective utilization of the CPUs in those systems as well.

Another approach is to use an advanced network and
continue to share storage. Up until now the only option
was to keep increasing network bandwidth. The problem is each jump in bandwidth is more expensive than
the last and it requires a higher quality cable infrastructure as light loss increases in importance as bandwidths
increase. In many cases bandwidth is not the real issue,
To get around the problem of network bottlenecks IT
network latency is. Next generation networking technolarchitects have tried several approaches. The most com- ogy like NVMe over Fabrics (NVMe-oF) helps by reducmon is to move storage internal to the application, which ing latency. NVMe-oF approaches the latency of direct
eliminates the storage network but introduces other
attached storage but, again, it is expensive and still
problems. Direct attached storage architectures seldom doesn’t circumvent the latency differences between PCIe
use capacity as efficiently as shared storage networks.
and CFI. It also pushes the storage physically further
They also create a single point of failure since all storage from the compute via the network cabling, which in turn
is contained within the application server. Data can be
complicates the CPU utilization.

The reality is there will more than likely always be a performance gap between the CFI bus and the PCIe bus,
which means the organization will not be able to tap into
the full performance of current and future generations
of flash or have the ability to properly manage the data
growth.
A way to solve this problem, instead of merely working
around it, is to perform the computation within the flash
controller architecture so that the performance of the
CFI is fully available. The process is similar to a map/

reduce process where a large data set is queried, leveraging the high performance of flash and the CFI. Then
the smaller result is sent across the standard network for
further analysis. Computing on the storage device (computational storage) enables organizations to take full
advantage of flash performance with almost no modification to their applications or system hardware.
In our next chapter we dive deeper on computational
storage, how it works and what use cases are the most
likely to benefit.

C H A P T E R 2 : W H AT I S C O M P U TAT I O N A L
S TO R AG E ?
Modern workloads such as analytics of data generated at the edge require vast amounts of data to be processed
in parallel. As discussed in our previous chapter, the advent of solid-state drive (SSD) storage media has caused the
interface between the flash controller and the Storage Bus, in new cases being PCIe, to become the bottleneck to
delivering levels of performance required by these applications. Common workarounds, including moving storage
internal to the application and applying more advanced networking capabilities to shared storage result in a number of problems, including underutilization of capacity, the creation of a single point of failure, and a more complex
application architecture.

ENTER COMPUTATIONAL STORAGE
Computational storage, or the process of placing compute capabilities directly on storage to enable data to
be processed in place where it resides, stands to solve
the issue of flooding a server’s PCIe Bus. Effectively,
it precludes the need to move 100% of the data from
the storage media to the host central processing unit
(CPU) by bringing intelligence to the storage media
itself. Key benefits of computational storage are faster
sorting of data, analytics or searching, as data reduction and qualification occurs before the data is sent
to the host CPU, which results in the system’s overall
throughput being increased. In addition to facilitating
faster processing, this also enables the host CPU to be
better utilized and to scale across a larger number of
workloads – thus cutting costs for the enterprise. Cost
efficiencies are further increased through a reduced

power envelope, as well as through reduced demand
for server dynamic random- access memory (DRAM)
and network bandwidth resources.
Computational storage is especially valuable in workloads such as big data analytics, artificial intelligence
and machine learning, because it enables data relevant
to the query to be pinpointed on the storage media
itself, so only that specific data set needs to be transported back to the host. However, use cases do not stop
there. They include search and filtering queries such
as grep programs, encryption and key management,
and also extend to the growing number of edge data
centers that are emerging with the advent of the distributed enterprise. More detail on key use cases will follow
in our final blog in this series.

Computing on the storage device (computational storage)
enables organizations to take full advantage of flash performance with almost no modification to their applications
or system hardware.

MUST APPLICATIONS BE RE-WRITTEN TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF COMPUTATIONAL STORAGE?
As with the migration to any new technology, computational storage should be evaluated for its compatibility
with key applications. When evaluating computational
storage solutions, enterprise customers are typically
concerned that transitioning to the architecture will be
a complex process that will put the availability of their
critical applications at risk.

ture to run applications, the only requirement from the
host is to recompile any applications on an x86 architecture to the ARM 64-bit architecture. NGD Systems’
graphical user interface (GUI) provides users with tools
to enable, disable and transport applications from the
host system to each drive OS for execution and completion. This then allows the host system to only have to
manage and execute the application on the data proComputational storage pioneer NGD Systems eases
vided by the individual drives creating a net reduction of
transition to the architecture. It calls its approach to com- data movement.
putational storage “In-Situ Processing,” and its architecture utilizes a quad-core ARM CPU per device, as well as Our next chapter will dive more deeply into the impact of
hardware acceleration and a DRAM buffer, that all run computational storage on data center design.
a local OS per drive. In order for NGD Systems’ architec-

C H A P T E R 3 : I M PAC T O F C O M P U TAT I O N A L
S TO R AG E O N DATA C E N T E R D E S I G N
that work across storage drives. Without computational
Previously, Storage Switzerland defined computational
storage, a request made by the host CPU (such as an
storage as an architecture that enables data to be proanalytics inquiry) requires that all data from the storage
cessed within the storage device in lieu of being transported to the host server’s central processing unit (CPU). device be transferred to it. The host CPU must then
Computational storage reduces the input/output (I/O)
“thin down” the data prior to performing its designated
transaction load through mitigating the volume of data pass. In a computational storage approach, the storage
that must be transferred between the main compute
media takes the initial step of qualifying data for its releand storage planes. As a result, it stands to better serve vance to the host CPU request, before moving that data
modern workloads such as high- volume analytics at the to the main compute tier to be processed.
edge with faster performance and better infrastructure
To further accelerate data processing speeds, compuutilization. In this installment, we will explore in more
tational storage devices include multi-core processors,
detail how a shift to computational storage impacts
which enable multithreading, or the execution of multiple
the data center architecture, as well as the value that it
functions in parallel. For example, a singular processor
stands to bring to the business.
A primary benefit of computational storage is faster and of a computational storage device can index data while
more efficient data processing. Computational storage simultaneously searching the drive’s data for a specific
entry. Additionally, the reduced host CPU load per workoffloads work from the host CPU, in favor of spreading

load means that the main server has more processing
power available to support more workloads. The business can mitigate investment in expensive, high-performance CPUs while still delivering on required application
performance levels.
Another benefit of computational storage is that it
makes a shared storage environment more beneficial to
organizations and the most performance-hungry workloads. Typically, a direct- attached storage approach is
used to serve these workloads to avoid storage network
latency and to increase throughput by spreading the
data across many devices. However, this often results in
resource underutilization, and it also introduces further
delay by needing to search more devices for the relevant
data. In contrast, each computational storage drive
with their multi-core processors allow applications to be
ported to each drive at the same time. This provides a
level of parallel processing to enable a microservices-like
approach to running those applications across all the
individual drives. This ability to process data simultaneously greatly reduces the time to locate the data and
provide the host the results needed.

Computational storage can also help the organization
to leverage their existing network infrastructure for much
longer, as well as to truly scale next-generation networks.
Because computational capabilities enables the storage
to work on the larger data set first, it leverages higher
I/O capabilities of the storage device and avoids performance being restricted by a network. As a result, the
network interconnect is less critical with computational
storage. While bandwidth is seldom the issue in performance-intensive environments, the constant interaction
with the network is. Each network I/O adds latency, and
computational storage can eliminate 80% or more of
that interaction.
Computational storage stands to add value by enabling
multiple applications’ performance to be accelerated on
the same infrastructure, while at the same time optimizing utilization of infrastructure resources across the stack.
In our next installment, we will explore in depth four key
use cases for computational storage: hyperscale datacenters, real-time analytics, content delivery networks
(CDNs) and the intelligent edge.

...hyperscale data centers must optimize physical space and
resource utilization, and at the same time minimize power
and cooling requirements.

CHAPTER 4: USE CASES FOR
C O M P U TAT I O N A L S TO R AG E
Previously, Storage Switzerland has discussed the value of computational storage, or adding compute power
directly to storage media to enable data to be processed in place, in serving modern workloads – as well as its
impact on future forward data center design. In this chapter, we will dive more deeply into key use cases for computational storage.

HYPERSCALE DATA CENTERS WITH PARALLEL WORKLOADS
Hyperscale data centers were initially created by the
world’s largest cloud service providers, including Amazon, Google and Facebook. They operate on the scale
of thousands of physical servers and millions of virtual
machines, to deliver services to millions or billions of
users – creating the need to execute a wide variety of
workloads in parallel. Moreover, hyperscale architectures
are becoming popular hosts for artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML) applications that require operations such as real-time, complex and parallel indexing
and pattern matching.
To achieve these ends, hyperscale data
centers must optimize physical
space and resource utilization, and
at the same time minimize power and
cooling requirements. Even moving
data between devices within the same
rack can substantially impact the time
and resources required to process
this data. Allowing applications to be
processed within the storage itself via

computational storage, reduces network resources that
are required through minimizing the amount of data
that must be transferred, while enabling the host CPU
to be scaled across a larger number of workloads and
storage devices. It also facilitates multi-threading, which
accelerates application execution while at the same time
keeping the power envelope in check.

REAL-TIME ANALYTICS
Real-time analytics applications are becoming popular
tools to help businesses to obtain forward-looking insights that facilitate competitive advantage. For example,
a retail company might want to analyze point-of-sale
data in real time for fraud detection purposes. The
problem is that these applications must scan massive
amounts of data to identify the subset of information
that is relevant to the query, before executing the analytics request. Moving this volume of data out of the
storage system, across the network, and into main host
memory incurs time and latency penalties that real-time
analytics applications can ill afford.

To mitigate this performance penalty, organizations
could build a more robust network – but this is expensive
and complicated. Organizations also might choose a
direct-attached as opposed to shared storage approach,
but this creates storage memory and capacity and CPU
inefficiency problems and at the same time creates data
silos that can inhibit business insights. Through computational storage, data that is obviously not relevant to
the analytics query can be disqualified by the storage
media – thus vastly reducing the volume of data that
must be moved to the host CPU. Performance is greatly
accelerated, and resource utilization improved.

INTELLIGENT EDGE
Organizations are collecting and must analyze more
and more data at the edge to support business operations and competitive advantage. In these environments,
data center floorspace and power are at a premium.
This means that infrastructure density is paramount. As
discussed in previous examples, computational storage
enables more robust processing power per host CPU

resource without scaling the storage environment, resulting in faster processing from better utilized and power
efficient infrastructure resources. Meanwhile, minimizing the volume of data that must be migrated between
infrastructure resources, as well as the frequency of data
migration, reduces strain on edge networks.

CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS
A content delivery network (CDN) is a group of servers
that are interconnected but geographically distributed,
that accelerate content delivery to users. With the ongoing data boom, along with the advent of richer content
such as videos, and with the shift to more distributed
enterprises, CDNs are being used to minimize network
latency. CDNs must find a way to handle a large volume

of transactions as quickly and as cost-effectively as possible, to optimize their profitability. Access control and
encryption are key roadblocks to achieving this goal, as
they put a strain on valuable CPU resources. Computational storage allows these functions to occur within the
storage media itself, thus reducing infrastructure costs
and helping to accelerate transaction processing.

CONCLUSION
Modern businesses rely on data-driven applications for real-time decision making and collaboration. Against
this backdrop, storage responsiveness is king, as it can make or break the application’s ability to process very
large quantities of data, typically in parallel, to facilitate business outcomes. Computational storage stands
to solve the key bottleneck in this equation: the fact that internal transfer speeds of solid-state disk media are
so fast they are overwhelming interconnects, including the Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe)
Bus. This chapter has highlighted four key use cases of computational storage: hyperscale data centers, realtime analytics, the intelligent edge, and CDNs. As the set of compute and storage I/O bound applications
continues to increase, Storage Switzerland expects the use cases for computational storage to also expand.
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